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5 6 Delete or move row

Restore or place row

Insert a row

Format references

Entire Row(s) Select: Select row and vertically for the rows you wish to select. Entire Row is maintained through
insert or delete row, and with vertical keyboard arrows. Other selections turn Entire row selection off.
Delete Row(s): Select at a row and vertically for the rows you wish to delete. Up to 20 deleted rows are backed up in
a rolling register; recoverable using the Restore or place function.
Replace/Restore row(s): Select at a row and vertically for the rows you wish to restore (up to 20) from the rolling
register (see Delete above). If the register is empty, Restore behaves like Insert rows.
Insert Row(s): Select at a row and vertically for the number of rows you wish to insert (20 maximum).
Global Formatting Button: Formats all entries in the workspace: establishes/restores hyperlinks, formats and
spacing, converts pasted entries into a common record format. Select a single position along the bar.
6543210

Link to USPTO patent number search page. Paste into text field at the web page, then
select "Search."

20040123456

Link to USPTO publication number search page. Paste into text field at the web page,
then select "Search."

WO2005054321

Link to WIPO search page. Paste into text field at the web page, then select "Search."

WO2005054321

Move Row(s) to a Reserved Area: Select at a row and vertically for the rows (max 20,
any type data) you wish to move to a list at the top of the workspace.
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6543210

Redirect to PAIR: Redirects a hyperlink to a US patent or publication number, to US
Public PAIR. When "PAIR" is displayed at left, click the link to go to PAIR.
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20040123456

Redirect to US Assignments: Redirects a hyperlink to a US patent or publication
number, to US Assignments. When "ASSN" is displayed,click the link.
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Search String

Convert "Search String" text to a link to the USPTO Advanced Patent Search web
page. When "ADVP" is displayed, click created link to go to web page
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Search String

Convert "Search String" text to a link to the USPTO Advanced Publication Search
web page. When "ADVA" is displayed, click created link to go to web page
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Search String

Convert "Search String" text to a link to the WIPO Advanced Search web page.
When "ADVW" is displayed, click created link to go to web page.
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6543210

Convert a list of document numbers into advanced search strings so that the list can
be adapted to this program format. To use, enter or paste a list of numbers into the left
column of the workspace as illustrated here, then select "Format" (described above).
Next, make the illustrated selection. When "LIST --&&&-- END" appears, Select "US
Patents," "US Published Apps," or "WIPO(PCT)" to go to the respective search page.
Paste into an entry window and select "Search."
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General Note: Redirected links (text in the colored columns) are reset when any cell other than
the modified or created hyperlink is next selected in the Search sheet

